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Highlight of the Paper 
 
•   Two people counting algorithms based on CCTV cameras are proposed. 
•   Training error, set-up time and cost have been reduced by the proposed system. 
•   Motion edges, grid map, pixel-wise and fusion techniques are used in the proposed 
algorithms.  
•   Two indoor and outdoor datasets are used for evaluation. 
•   The accuracy of the proposed system is, at least, comparable with the state of the art 
methods. 
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Abstract Closed circuit television cameras (CCTV) are widely used in monitoring. This paper presents 
an intelligent CCTV crowd counting system based on two algorithms that estimate the density of each 
pixel in each frame and use it as a basis for counting people. One algorithm uses scale-invariant feature 
transform (SIFT) features and clustering to represent pixels of frames (SIFT algorithm) and the other 
uses features from accelerated segment test (FAST) corner points with SIFT features (SIFT-FAST 
algorithm). Each algorithm is designed using a novel combination of pixel-wise, motion-region, grid 
map, background segmentation using Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and edge detection. A fusion 
technique is proposed and used to validate the accuracy by combining the result of the algorithms at 
frame level. The proposed system is more practical than the state of the art regression methods because 
it is trained with a small number of frames so it is relatively easy to deploy. In addition, it reduces the 
training error, set-up time, cost and open the door to develop more accurate people detection methods. 
The University of California (UCSD) and Mall datasets have been used to test the proposed algorithms. 
The mean deviation error, mean squared error and the mean absolute error of the proposed system are 
less than 0.1, 16.5 and 3.1, respectively, for the Mall dataset and less than 0.07, 5.5 and 1.9, 
respectively, for UCSD dataset.  
 
Keywords: Crowd counting systems, monitoring, CCTV cameras, background segmentation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Closed circuit television cameras (CCTV) have already become ubiquitous and their use is growing 
exponentially. For instance, 4.2 million CCTV cameras were used in the United Kingdom [1] in 2004 
and an estimated up to around 5.9 million in 2015 [2]. People counting systems are one of the most 
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challenging systems in computer vision to implement [3]–[9]. People counting is a useful task for 
safety, security and operational purposes and can be important for improving awareness [7], [8], [10]–
[12]. The number of people in a given space can be used to develop business intelligence, such as 
improving location of products within a shop and finding the number of visitors [10]–[12]. Crowd 
management [11], transport [13] and staff planning applications can be improved by using this kind of 
information. Heating, lighting and air conditioning can also be optimised using people counting and 
distribution information to enhance energy management [14], [15], or to improve emergency 
evacuation plan [15]. 
A significant amount of research has been carried out to find an accurate computer vision solution but 
there are still many challenges that need to be resolved. These include occlusions, varying lighting, 
long processing time and improving the accuracy in image processing [4], [6], [8], [16]. 
This work distinguishes itself with the following four main contributions. First, a new combination of 
SIFT and FAST features with pixel-wise technique is used to improve the accuracy. Second, motion 
edge pixels are used instead of foreground pixels to reduce the number of SIFT descriptors required. 
Third, a combination of grid map and pixel-wise technique is used to improve the cluster classification 
in frames which enables similar clusters in different cells to be assigned different densities depending 
on their location in the frame. Fourth, the algorithms are comprehensively tested and validated using 
two datasets, the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) and Mall datasets [17], [18]. 
2. RELATED WORK 
Crowd counting can be classified into four categories; crowd counting based on detection, clustering, 
regression and optimisation.  
2.1. People detection based algorithms 
Detection based algorithms start by detecting people  individually and then counting them [16]. The 
detection process depends either on the person’s entire body or parts of the body such as face, head or 
head-shoulder [16]. The main advantages of these algorithms are that they count people and find their 
locations as well, therefore they are useful in people tracking [5]. The main disadvantages of these 
algorithms are that they are severely affected by varying lighting, occlusion and have long processing 
times [19]. They achieve good results in sparsely populated scenarios, whereas in crowded scenarios, 
the accuracy decreases significantly [5]. In addition,  a high resolution camera is required to obtain a 
good accuracy [5]. Triggs and Dalal proposed histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) method thereby 
creating a basis for the development of a fast appearance-based detection algorithm [20]. Many 
improvements of the HOG technique have been proposed. One of the most promising variants is the 
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fastest pedestrian detection in the west (FPDW) which has significantly increased the speed of 
detection [21].  
Pedestrian detection is constrained to horizontal or vertical camera angles. In people counting, 
horizontal camera angles can be used but a vertical or downward facing angle is often preferred to 
minimise occlusions [22]. A majority of commercial people counting products are cameras that are 
placed on the ceiling pointing downwards to get the best view. However, this is not an optimal set-up 
if the detection area needs to be maximized.  
People detection based algorithms can be classified into six categories: full body detection [20], [23], 
[24]; part body detection [25]–[27]; 3D camera detection [28]; shape matching detection, where ellipse 
and  Bernoulli shapes are used to identify and count people in each blob [29], [30]; multi-camera 
detection, which is used to avoid occlusion [31]; and density-aware detection, which is used to reduce 
the false positive per image (FPPI) in low crowd density locations and decreases the miss rate in high 
crowd density locations in the frames [32].  
2.2. Features trajectories clustering based algorithms 
Clustering based algorithms track visual features over time and the feature trajectories are then 
clustered into unique tracks using temporal, spatial and other factors [33]–[36]. The number of clusters 
is the estimated number of people [37].  Different approaches have been used to study the similarities 
between trajectories such as Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). DTW is a time series method that is 
widely used  to measure similarities between two temporal sequences [38], [39]. Kanade–Lucas–
Tomasi (KLT) feature-matching algorithm is sometimes used to find the trajectories of features [34]. 
The advantages of clustering based algorithms are that they can decrease the occlusion and the angle 
of the camera effects [40]. However, their accuracies significantly decrease in highly crowded 
environments with cluttered background and heavy occlusion. A complicated trajectory management 
technique is required to assess the similarities of trajectories with different lengths, which is another 
limitation of these algorithms [41]. In addition, errors in the number of people due to the cohesiveness 
of features that belong to different people also affect their accuracies [41].  These algorithms also 
require high video frame rate to work well because motion information can reliably be extracted [18]. 
Features trajectory clustering algorithms can be used to count people but it is difficult to use them in a 
real-time environments due to their long processing times.  
2.3. Low-level features regression based algorithms 
Regression based algorithms usually consist of three steps, starting with a background segmentation 
that is used on a frame by frame basis to detect the foreground information. Low-level features are 
then extracted from the foreground such as edge features [18], [42]–[45], segment features [5], [17], 
[42], [44]–[49], texture features  [45], [51], [80], [81] and keypoints  [84]. A regression function is 
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then trained using these features to find the relationship between the number of people and the extracted 
features which is then used to estimate the number of people [35]. Various types of regression 
functions have been used such as support vector machine tree [50], [51], linear [52], [53], neural 
networks [42]–[45] and Gaussian process algorithms [17], [37], [47]–[49]. A significant amount of 
research has been carried out to improve these algorithms by varying the number of features. Some 
other researchers have tried to improve them by using more than one regression function and then 
choose the best fitting features [54]. The main advantages of these algorithms are that the accuracy is 
higher than feature trajectory clustering and detection based algorithm in crowded scenarios, and the 
computational time is shorter [18], [19], [54]. Their main disadvantage is that different training datasets 
are required with different environments or camera set-ups [35]. Some new contributions have also 
been presented to improve their accuracies, handling occlusions and adapt to new environments. 
Recent technique in crowd counting has been tested using static pictures from crowded environments 
[55]. A deep-learning approach that uses convolutional neural networks to predict the number of people 
has been proposed in that technique. Occlussion is another problem that a new proposed technique 
tries to minimise [56]. Research in [56] takes occlusion into account by using two regression functions, 
one for the low occlusion frames and the second for the high occlusion frames. In addition,  adaptive 
combination of features is used in each environment according to their nature. Statistical features have 
been used by Hafeezallah et al [57] to train a neural network to develope a highly accurate crowd 
counting algorithm. The differences of the sequential frames with curvelet transform has been proposed 
by [57] to improve the accuracy. A random projection forest, as a regression function, has also been 
proposed by other researchres to increase the maximum number of features that is used for training 
[58]. A small number of features can be handled by traditional regression functions which can 
negatively affect the performances of crowd counting systems. Aravinda et al [59] have proposed a 
combination of optical flow for motion cues and hierarchical clustering to estimate the crowd density. 
Hierarchical clustering have been in [59] used to isolate distinct pixels that correspond to different 
people in the frame. Multi-cameras knowledge transfer technique has been used by Nick et al [60] to 
provide different views of the crowd which are used to minimise occlusion and improve performance. 
The main disadvantage of the technique is the long set-up time required and the high cost of the 
hardware. Finally, a quadratic programming technique is used with a regression function and network 
flow constraints to improve the accuracy of estimating the number of people [61]. They take into 
account the temporal domain of a series of frames to improve the accuracy. Regression based 
algorithms are classified into three categories; holistic, histograms (intermediate) and local algorithms 
[62].  
Holistic algorithms use global image features and one regression function for the whole frame [17], 
[42], [44], [45], [47]–[49]. The types of features that used by these algorithms include foreground, 
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edge , keypoints and texture features. A limitation of these algorithms is that they apply one global 
regression function over the whole image thereby not taking into account the high variability of crowd 
distribution, behaviour and density in different regions of the image [62].  
Histogram features are used by histograms algorithms such as, edge orientation histogram, blob size 
histogram and histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) [63], [64]. One global regression function is 
trained by these features to find the estimated number of people. These algorithms use histogram bin 
magnitude and edge direction to avoid noise and to distinguish people, respectively. Histograms 
algorithms also ignore high variations in crowd behaviour, distribution and density in different regions 
of the image [62].  
Local algorithms count the number of people by partitioning the frame into several regions and one 
local regression function is trained for each region to count the total number of people in the whole 
frame. The regions can be cells having regular or irregular sizes [18] or the regions can be foreground 
blobs and the total number of people is counted by summing the numbers in all regions [43], [65]–
[68].  
2.4. Pixel-wise optimisation based algorithms 
Some researchers use pixel-wise techniques to estimate the number of people [69]. In this approach, 
the density of each pixel is found and then integrated over the whole frame to estimate the total number 
of people [69]. Optimisation is used instead of regression to train crowd counting systems. This 
approach can be used to improve people detection algorithms by combining it with full or part body 
detection based algorithms [32]. Full body, head and head-shoulder detection based algorithms can be 
improved and the accuracy can be increased by using the density of pixels [32]. The aim of this 
combination is to reduce the false positive per image (FPPI) in low crowd density locations in the 
frames which happens when it inaccurately detects the presence of people when there is actually 
nobody. In addition, this approach decreases the miss rate in high crowd density locations in the frames.  
Pixel-wise optimisation based algorithms can be trained using a small number of frames in comparison 
to regression based algorithms [69]. As a consequence, the set-up time of the system can be reduced 
by more than 25% in comparison to regression based algorithms which lead also to low set-up cost. 
Using a large number of training frames can negatively affect the accuracy of the training because 
manually annotation is an error-prone task. 
3. SYSTEM DESIGN 
In this paper, the proposed system depends on supervised learning to estimate the number of people. 
The training frames are annotated and Gaussian representation is used to represent people. Quadratic 
programming is used for learning and maximum excess over subarrays distance (D) is used to 
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measure the difference between the true and predicted count which represent the loss function as given 
by equation (2).  
The proposed system assumes that each pixel (p) in a frame is represented by a SIFT or SIFT-FAST 
feature vector. The density function of each pixel is represented as a linear transformation of the pixel 
representation	(x
) as given by equation (1); 
  ()= wx
                                                                                                                                                               (1) 
 
Where w is the weight of each pixel in the frame. At the learning stage, a training frames set with 
their ground truth (true count) are used to find the correct weight (w) of each pixel. Then the densities 
of all pixels in the frame are summed to find the predicted count.	D		is used to compare between 
the predicted count and true count as a loss function. D is defined as [32]; 
							 	(1, 2) = 	∑ 1() −	∑ 2()	∈ ∈                                                                                       (2) 
 
Where 1() and 2() are the predicted count and true count of people in a frame. D is chosen for 
the proposed system because it is not significantly affected by jitter and noise but it has a strong 
relationship with the number and positions of people [69]. The ultimate goal of the learning stage is to 
find the best weight for each pixel that minimises the sum of the errors between the true counts and 
the predicted counts (the loss function) [69]; 
																! ="#$%&(	!'! + )∑ *+,- )                                                                                                                 (3) 
 
Where ) is a scalar parameter to control the regularization strength, "#$%& represents the best weight 
that minimises the . Quadratic programming can be used to solve equation (3) by using; 
               min&,23,…….,26(	!
'! + )∑ 7+*+,- )                                                                                                                                     (4) 
 
Subject to; 
 
							7+ ≥ ∑ :1() − 2();,∈ 												7+ ≥ ∑ :2() − 1();		∈ 																																																																					(5)  
 
Where 7+ are the auxiliary variables of training frames. Quadratic programming uses iterations to 
optimise the results and find the best weight (w) of each pixel. The iterations terminate when the right 
side of equation (5) is within (7+ + β) factor. β is a small constant (β << 1). It uses to decrease the number 
of iterations and faster convergence. Choosing β equal to 0 solves the equations (4) and (5) exactly. 
However, the convergence will finish faster if β is chosen to a very small value and that will not affect 
the performance of training [69]. In the experiments of the proposed system, β has been chosen to be 
equal to 0.001. The flow diagram of the proposed system is illustrated in the Figure 1. It consists of 
two counting algorithms, one video source and one fusion model. 
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3.1. Algorithm 1: SIFT features algorithm 
This algorithm combines the following techniques to count the number of people; motion edges, SIFT 
descriptors, gird map and pixel-wise techniques. This combination that is used to find the density of 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Flow diagram of the proposed system. 
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each pixel, is novel. Edge pixels are used because their number is less than foreground pixels. As a 
consequence, the required time to find the SIFT descriptors and cluster them in a frame will be 
significantly reduced which makes the proposed system faster than other people counting techniques 
based on D optimisation. There is a high correlation between SIFT descriptors and the number of 
people. This is difficult for quadratic programming to be used to find the density for a large number of 
SIFT descriptors (equal to the number of edge motion pixels).  To solve this problem, clustering is 
used to reduce the number of SIFT descriptors to 256 clusters. The main disadvantage of using 
clustering is that many SIFT descriptors can be grouped into one cluster to reduce the problem space 
but they represent different densities. Grid map is used to improve the cluster classification in the 
frames which enables similar clusters in different cells to be assigned different densities depending on 
their location in the frame. The proposed algorithm can better adapt to high variations in crowd 
behaviours, distributions and densities. As a result, the accuracy is improved.  Figure 2 shows the flow 
diagram of this algorithm. The procedure of the algorithm is illustrated in the following steps; 
 
 Implement Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to find the foreground information of the 
frame. 
				=  	>??$, @																																																																																																																																																											6                                
Where = is the foreground pixels of the frame and >??$, @	is the Gaussian mixture model  
of each pixel of the frame. 
  Implement edge detection to find the edges of the frame.  
				BCD  	E$, @																																																																																																																																																																			7    
Where BCD is the edge of the frame and E$, @	is the detected edge of each pixel of the frame. 
 Perform logical (AND) operation between the foreground pixels of the frame and the detected 
edge to find the motion edge of the frame. 
					GHI+HJ	DBCD  =	$, @	&&	BCD	$, @																																																																																																																					8 
Where GHI+HJ	DBCD is the motion edge for the frame. 
 The pixels in each line of the frame are assigned different weight as a perspective 
normalization. 
 Find the SIFT descriptor for each motion edge pixel. Then, cluster the SIFT descriptors to 256 
clusters. The centres of SIFT features are used as criteria for clustering them. 
				MN'  OPQ$, @																																															$, @ ∈ motion edge                                                                   9 
				STUVIDW  XYZ[\]"MN'																																	$, @ ∈ motion edge                                                                        10 
Where MN' is the SIFT descriptors of the frame and STUVIDW is the SIFT descriptors clustering.  
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 Divided the frames into cells (as a grid map) and count the number of people in each cell. 
				=W+B  ∑ XJ																																																																																																																																																																			11J   
Where =W+B is the grid map of each frame,	X is a cell in the grid map and % is the number of 
cells in the grid map. Four cells configuration has been used in the proposed system which gives 
the best accuracies experimentally.  
 Use a quadratic programming (Interior-point-convex algorithm) to find the density of each 
cluster in each cell.  
 Integrate the densities of pixels over each cell to find the number of people in each cell.  
														_`DTT  a bBDJV+Ic
+,d∈ e
$, @																																																																																																																																										12 
Where _`DTT is the number of people in each cell and bBDJV+Ic$, @ is the density of each pixel 
that belongs to this cell. 
 The summation of the number of people in all cells represents the total number of people in 
the frame. 
				_IHIfT  ∑ _`DTTJ 																																																																																																																																																													13  
Where _IHIfT is the total number of people in a frame and % is the number of cells. 
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3.2. Algorithm 2: SIFT-FAST features algorithm 
This algorithm uses two features; FAST and SIFT. This algorithm combines the following techniques 
to count the number of people; motion edges, grid map, SIFT & FAST features and pixel-wise 
techniques. Edge pixels are used because their number is less than those of foreground pixels. The 
same approach as for SIFT feature algorithm described in Section 3.1 is used. However, FAST corner 
points are used to improve the accuracy due to the high correlation between the number of people and 
FAST corner points. The algorithm can also better adapt to high variations due to crowd behaviours, 
distribution and density. Figure 3 shows the flow diagram of the algorithm. Steps 1 to 5 are the same 
as for SIFT feature algorithm and descriptions from step 6 are as follows: 
 
 Find FAST points in each frame within the motion region.  
				N'  $, @																																																				$, @ ∈ motion regions                                                             14 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Flow diagram of the SIFT Features algorithm. 
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Where N' is the FAST corner points of a frame. 
 All pixels that are FAST corner points are assigned the value 257 so that quadratic 
programming can be used to find 257 density values instead of 256. 
 Divide the frame into cells (as a grid map) and the number of people in each cell is counted 
individually. 
				=W+B = ∑ XJJ 																																																																																																																																																																		(15  
Where =W+B is the grid map of the frames,	X is a cell in the grid map and % is the number of cells 
in the grid map. 
 Use a quadratic programming (Interior-point-convex algorithm) to find the density value of 
each cluster.  
 Integrate the densities of pixels over each cell to find the number of people in each cell.  
														_`DTT  a bBDJV+Ic
+,d∈ e
$, @																																																																																																																																							16 
Where _`DTT is the number of people in each cell and bBDJV+Ic$, @ is the density of each pixel 
that belongs to the cell. 
 The summation of the number of people in all cells represents the total number of people in 
each frame. 
				_IHIfT  ∑ _`DTTJ 																																																																																																																																																													17  
Where _IHIfT is the total number of people in a frame, % is the number of cells. 
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Figure 3: Flow diagram of the SIFT-FAST features algorithm. 
3.3. Fusion technique 
The fusion model is updated periodically using the results of all the algorithms. Each algorithm works 
independently to count the number of people and then they update the fusion model. Fusion is used to 
improve accuracy by determining the average error for each frame and to increase the confidence of 
the proposed system because the result of one algorithm is confirmed by that of another. This produces 
a cooperative paradigm and improves the confidence level in the results. 
3.4. Geometric correction 
At long distances, people appear smaller than those closer to the camera. Therefore, the extracted 
features of the same person at different locations in the scene are significantly different.  
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Re-scaling the pixels of the frames is implemented by assigning different weights to solve this problem. 
Figure 4 shows the different sizes of the same pedestrian at different depths. Line (g) is the reference 
line so the pixel’s weight on that line is 1, the pixels of other lines are scaled and weighted using 
equation (18) [8]; 
 
							!]$#ℎ\T+JD = ijk&jkilmen&lmen                                                                                                                                (18) 
 
Where ℎT+JD and ℎfo are the heights of a person at the line of interest and the height of the same person 
at the (g) line, respectively. !T+JD and !fo are the width of the rectangle at the line of interest and at 
(g) line, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: The change of size of the same person at different locations. 
3.5. Background segmentation 
Background segmentation is a process of extracting foreground information on  a frame by frame basis. 
Background segmentation algorithms usually consist of three steps; background initialization, 
foreground detection and background maintenance [70]. In the background initialization, various 
techniques such as statistical, fuzzy and neuro-inspired techniques are used to build a background 
model. In foreground detection, a comparison is implemented between the current frame and the 
background model. Updating a background model according to changes in the environment is 
processed in the background maintenance step. Background segmentation methods can be classified 
into recursive and non-recursive algorithms [16]. In non-recursive algorithms, the background model 
is considered to be static and does not update, whereas in recursive algorithm, it is a dynamic and 
changes depending on the change of environment [16]. Figure 5 shows the general block diagram of 
background segmentation algorithms. 
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Figure 5: General block diagram of background segmentation algorithms. 
GMM is one of the most widely used algorithms for background segmentation. This algorithm is a 
robust in light varying conditions and in environments with animated textures such as waves on the 
surface of water or trees being blown by wind [71]. Each pixel in a background model is formed using 
a mixture of Gaussian distributions (normally from three to five distributions) rather than one Gaussian 
distribution [71], [72].   
																					(pI) =a!+,I 	 ∗ r:I|t+,I 	, Σ+,I;
v
+,-
																																																																																																																							19) 
Where w is the number of Gaussian distributions and !+,I is the weight of the $Ii distribution at time t. 
Each Gaussian distribution can be found using the probability density function;  
																			r|	t, x  1y(2zJ|x| exp }
1
2   t'x~-  t																																																															 																20 
Where t is the mean and x is the covariance matrix. The background model is updated using an 
adaptive filter; 
 	tI  pI 	( 1 − )tI~-																																																																																																																																								(21  
Where; 
• tI  denotes the spatial mean of the pixels at time t, 
• tI~- denotes the previous spatial mean of the pixels at time t -1, 
• α is an empirical weight and 
• pI is the current pixels values. 
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3.6. Edge detection 
They refer to the process of localising pixel intensity transitions [73]. There is a strong relationship 
between the complexity of crowds and the number of people because crowded environments tend to 
produce complex edges, while sparse environments tend to produce coarse edges [8]. Edges can be 
extracted using different algorithms such as Sobel, Canny, Prewitt, Roberts and Fuzzy logic algorithms 
[74], [75]. Canny edge detection is used in the proposed system. The following steps explain the 
procedure of canny edge algorithm [76]: 
1- Smooth the image using a Gaussian filter to minimise noise. 
 	O($, @) = >($, @, ) ∗ P($, @)																																																																																																																																						(22) 
 Where >($, @, )	is a Gaussian filter and P($, @)	is a pixel. 
2- Use derivative approximation by finite differences to find gradient magnitude and orientation. 
Firstly, partial derivatives p($, @) and ($, @) is found by using the smoothed array 	O($, @): 
 p($, @) ≈ (O($, @ + 1) − O($, @) + O($ + 1, @ + 1) − O($ + 1, @))/2																																																																	(23) 
 ($, @) ≈ (O($, @) − O($ + 1, @) + O($, @ + 1) − O($ + 1, @ + 1))/2																																																																	(24) 
The partial derivatives p($, @) and ($, @) are then used to find the magnitude and orientation of 
the gradient: 
 ?($, @) = yp($, @) + ($, @)																																																																																																																																	(25) 
 ($, @) = arctan:p($, @), ($, @);																																																																																																																												(26) 
3- Non-Maximal Suppression algorithm (NMS) is performed to thin out the edges. The edges are 
then detected using the double thresholding algorithm. 
3.7. Clustering 
Clustering is used in the proposed system to reduce the number of different descriptors (hundreds of 
thousands for 640x480 frame size) into a reasonable  number of clusters (256 clusters in the SIFT 
features algorithm and 257 clusters in the SIFT-FAST features algorithm) that can be used with 
quadratic programming. K-means clustering is a method of vector quantisation and aims to partition % 
observations into  ≤ n clusters such that each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean 
[77]. In other words, it aims to find: 
"#$%a a‖p − t+‖
∈m
v
+,-
																																																																																																																																				(27) 
Where p is the observation, O+ 	is the $Ii cluster and  t+ is the mean of cluster O+. In the proposed system, 
the k-means algorithm is used to cluster the SIFT descriptors of the datasets frames and produce a 
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codebook of 256 entries. The codebook is constructed using only the descriptors of the training frames 
and then the descriptors of the testing frames are clustered by the K-means algorithm and the codebook. 
The SIFT descriptor of each pixel is represented by one value between 1 and 256. A vector of length 
256 is used to convert each pixel and quantise it by comparing them with the centroids in the codebook. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1. Benchmark datasets 
The pedestrian dataset from University of California, San Diego (UCSD) and the Mall datasets have 
been used to evaluate the proposed system [17], [18]. UCSD dataset has been widely used for testing 
and validating people counting methods [78]. Mall dataset is a newer and more comprehensive dataset 
to use in that it covers a different range of crowd densities, different activity patterns (static and moving 
crowds), collected under a large range of illumination conditions at different times of the day with 
more severe perspective distortion. Thus individual objects may exhibit larger variations in size and 
appearance at different depths of the scene [8]. The Mall dataset was introduced by Chen [18]. It has 
been collected inside a cluttered indoor and includes 2000 annotated frames. The two datasets have the 
same length (2000 frames) but they have different features in terms of the frame rate (fps), resolution, 
colour, location, shadows, reflections, crowd size and frame type [4], [62]. Table 1 shows the features 
of each dataset. 
For the Mall and UCSD datasets, the datasets are partitioned into a training set, for learning the 
proposed system, and a test set, for validation. 100 frames from different locations of each dataset are 
allocated indivdually for training and 1900 frames for testing. 
Table 1: The features of the benchmark datasets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2. Evaluation metrics  
Three metrics have been used as performance indicators for crowd counting; Mean deviation Error 
(MDE), mean absolute error (MAE) and mean squared error (MSE) [8]. The MDE is defined as; 
 Mall dataset UCSD dataset 
Year 2012 2008 
Length (frames) 2000 2000 
Frame rate (fps) <2 10 
Resolution 640x480 238x158 
Colour RGB Grey 
Location Indoor Outdoor 
Shadows Yes No 
Reflections Yes No 
Loitering Yes No 
Crowd size 11-45 13-53 
Frame type .jpeg .png 
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?E = 1_a
|J − J|
J
*
J,-
																																																																																																																																														(28) 
    
The MAE is defined as; 
?E = 1_a|J − J|
*
J,-
																																																																																																																																															(29) 
The MSE is given as;  
?OE = 1_a(J − J)

*
J,-
																																																																																																																																													(30) 
Where _ is the total number of the test frames, J is the actual count, and J is the estimated count of 
%Ii frames. MAE and MSE are indicative quantities of the error of the estimated crowd count but they 
contain no information about how crowded the environment is [8]. MDE takes into account the 
crowdedness and gives an indication of how good a measurement is relative to the actual count [79]. 
4.3. Background segmentation, edge detection and motion edge extraction 
The GMM is used for background segmentation and the Canny edge algorithm is performed to extract 
the edges of the frames. The logical ‘AND’ is used to extract motion edge. Figures 6 and 7 show the 
results of the background segmentation, edge detection and motion edge extraction of two sample 
frames, one from the Mall dataset and the second from the UCSD dataset. 
 
 
 
 
                                                         (a)                                                       (b) 
 
 
 
 
                                                                 (c)                                                        (d) 
Figure 6:  (a) An example of the Mall dataset form; (b) foreground, using GMM algorithm; (c) edge using Canny 
detector; (d) the motion edge, using logical ‘AND’. 
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          (c)                                                        (d)      
 
 
 
 
 
                                                         (a)                                                       (b) 
  
  
 
 
                                                             
Figure 7:  (a) An example of the UCSD dataset form; (b) foreground, using GMM algorithm; (c) edge using Canny 
detector; (d) the motion edge, using logical ‘AND’. 
4.4.  Performance evaluation of the proposed system using the Mall dataset 
As shown in Table 2, the mean deviation error (MDE) of the SIFT features algorithm is 0.099 and 
0.094 for SIFT-FAST features algorithm. The results are compared with results presented by other 
researchers for the same dataset as a measure of accuracy of the proposed system. From the results, we 
can see that the accuracy of the SIFT-FAST features algorithm is slightly better than that of SIFT 
features algorithm. It shows that there is a reasonable improvement in the accuracies of the 
implemented algorithms when compared to those published by other researchers. Figure 8 shows the 
percentage of frames within the MDE distribution of the algorithms. Figure 9 shows the true count 
(TC) of people from sample frames of the Mall dataset, which is annotated by red dots. EC1 and EC2 
represent the estimated number of people using SIFT and SIFT-FAST features algorithms, 
respectively.  
The performance of crowd systems is measured using the accuracy (MAE, MSE and MDE) and 
practicality.  Practicality is measured by the percentage of the training frames minimisation [43]. 
Crowd counting systems are practical if  they are easy to deploy. In the real world, crowd systems are 
deployed in different environments which means they are individually trained for the location. 
Therefore, it is very important to reduce the number of the training frames required.  The ground truth 
(the actual number of people) for each training frame is required when training crowd counting 
systems. Each environment needs several hundreds of frames (usually 400-800 training frames) for the 
training [50], [81]–[83], so the training process becomes time-consuming.  
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The results of the proposed system have been compared with recent results from other researchers for 
the evaluation. The comparison with other methods based on the accuracy metrics (MAE, MSE and 
MDE) is not enough to measure the performance for many reasons: firstly, pixel-wise optimisation 
based algorithms can be trained using a small number of frames in comparison to regression based 
algorithms [69]. The proposed system uses 100 frames for the training whilst the other state of the art 
methods use between 400 and 800 frames [50], [81]–[83]. In conclusion, the proposed system is more 
practical because the set-up time is faster by a factor of at least four (uses 4 times less training frames)  
compared to regression based algorithms which lead also to low set-up cost. Secondly, the lower 
number of training frames required in the training stage reduces the potential for error being introduced 
because manually annotation is an error-prone task. The accuracy of crowd counting systems are 
significantly affected by errors in the training stage. Thirdly, the proposed system is a multipurpose 
system because it can be used for crowd counting and also in people detection [32].  
The comparison is only used to show that although the proposed system reduces the training error, 
speed, cost and can be used to develop more accurate people detection methods, its accuracy is, at 
least, comparable with the state of the art methods. None of the published results presented in Table 2 
performs better than SIFT-FAST features algorithm based on the metrics used in this paper. In terms 
of MSE, only the algorithms presented in [18], [58] and [80] produced slightly better results but not in 
terms of MAE and MDE metrics. Finally, the MDE of the proposed system is less than the acceptable 
error (0.2) which is meeting the minimum accuracy requirements of system operators [62]. 
 
Table 2: Comparison for the Mall dataset results between the proposed system and the state of the art algorithms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm Mall dataset MAE MSE MDE 
Algorithm 1: SIFT Features Algorithm 3.08 16.31 0.099 
Algorithm 2: SIFT-FAST Features Algorithm 2.94 14.64 0.094 
Cumulative attribute based model (CA-RR) [81] 3.43 17.70 0.105 
Squares Support Vector Machine Regression 
 (LSSVR) [81] 3.51 18.20 0.108 
Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) [81] 3.51 18.10 0.108 
Random Forest Regression (RFR) [81] 3.91 21.50 0.121 
Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) [18], [81] 3.72 20.1 0.115 
Ridge regression (RR) [18], [81] 3.59 19.00 0.110 
Multi Output Ridge Regression (MORR) [18] 3.15 15.70 0.099 
Multiple Localised Regression (MLR) [18] 3.90 23.90 0.119 
Weighted Ridge Regression (WRR) [82] 3.44 18.00 0.105 
Random Projection Forest (RPF) [58] 3.22 15.50 - 
Cost-sensitive Sparse Linear Regression (CS-
SLR) [80] 3.23 15.77 0.104 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 8: (a) The MDE of SIFT algorithm (b) the MDE of SIFT-FAST algorithm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             (a) TC = 36, EC1= 38, EC2= 37                           (b) TC = 26, EC1= 29, EC2= 25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     (c) TC = 19, EC1= 20, EC2= 20                            (d) TC = 29, EC1= 32, EC2= 28    
 
Figure 9: Examples of the true count (TC) & the estimated count of people using SIFT (EC1) and SIFT-FAST 
(EC2) algorithms. 
 
4.5. Performance evaluation of the proposed system using the UCSD dataset 
The UCSD dataset represents people moving in two directions along a walkway. As shown in Table 
3, the MDE of SIFT features algorithm is 0.066 and 0.064 for SIFT-FAST features algorithm. From 
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the results, it can be seen that the accuracy of SIFT-FAST features algorithm is better than that of SIFT 
features algorithm. Figure 10 shows the percentage of frames within the MDE distribution of the 
algorithms. Figure 11 shows the true count (TC) of people from sample frames of the UCSD dataset, 
which is annotated by red dots. In general, the accuracies of the proposed system with the UCSD 
dataset are better than the results from the Mall dataset. The potential justification is that the Mall 
dataset is more complicated in terms of  shadows, reflections and crowd size [4], [62]. In addition, the 
Mall dataset is collected with more severe perspective distortion than the UCSD dataset. As is the case 
with the MDE from the Mall dataset, the MDE of this dataset is significantly lower than the acceptable 
error (0.2) which is meeting the minimum accuracy requirements of system operators [62]. Results of 
both datasets show that their average accuracies for each dataset are almost similar but their accuracies 
at frame level are different. The difference of  estimation between the SIFT and SIFT-FAST algorithms 
for each frame is usually between 0 and 4. EC1 and EC2 at each frame are correlative because both 
algorithms use almost the same  approach. However, FAST corner points are used with SIFT-FAST 
features algorithm to improve the accuracy due to the high correlation between the number of people 
and FAST corner points. SIFT-FAST features algorithm gives the best results compared to all 
published results presented in Table 3. Only results presented in [80] gives a comparable results to the 
SIFT features algorithgm. 
 
Table 3: Comparison for the UCSD dataset results between the proposed system and the state of the art algorithms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm UCSD dataset MAE MSE MDE 
Algorithm 1: SIFT Features Algorithm 1.82 5.24 0.066 
Algorithm 2: SIFT-FAST Features Algorithm 1.76 4.93 0.064 
Improved Iterative Scaling -Label Distribution Learning 
(IIS-LDL) [83] 2.08 7.25 0.098 
Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR) [83] 2.16 7.45 0.107 
Random Forest Regression (RFR) [83] 2.42 8.47 0.116 
Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) [82], [83] 2.24 7.97 0.112 
Ridge Regression (RR) [82], [83] 2.25 7.82 0.110 
Multi Output Ridge Regression (MORR) [83] 2.29 8.08 0.109 
Cumulative attribute based model (CA-RR) [81], [83] 2.07 6.86 0.102 
Weighted Ridge Regression (WRR) [82] 2.05 6.75 0.102 
Linear regression (LR),  Partial Least Squares 
Regression (PLSR), KRR, LSSVR, GPR and RFR [8] >2.02 >6.67 >0.100 
Random Projection Forest (RPF) [58] 1.90  6.01 - 
Cost-sensitive Sparse Linear Regression (CS-SLR) [80] 1.83  5.04 0.079 
Moving SIFT algorithm [84] 3.26 - 0.180 
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                                   (a)                                                                                           (b) 
Figure 10: (a) MDE of SIFT algorithm (b) MDE of SIFT-FAST algorithm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) TC = 18, EC1= 19, EC2= 18                               (b) TC = 23, EC1= 22, EC2=24 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
             (c) TC = 15, EC1= 15, EC2= 17                              (d) TC = 23, EC1= 21, EC2= 22                                      
 
Figure 11: Examples of the true count (TC) & the estimated count of people using SIFT (EC1) and SIFT-FAST 
(EC2) algorithms. 
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4.6. Performance evaluation of the proposed system in sparse and crowded scenarios  
To evaluate the proposed system with sparse and crowded scenarios, the test set of the Mall dataset is 
split the same as in [8] into a sparse set which includes all the frames with ground truth (number of 
people), less than or equal to 30, and crowded set which includes all the frames with ground truth 
values greater than 30. The test set of the UCSD dataset is also split the same as in [8] into a sparse set 
which includes all the frames that their ground truth is less than or equal to 23, and crowded set which 
includes all the frames that their ground truth is greater than 23.  
To ensure that the proposed system is practical and robust, the training set was not been split because 
the technical definition of the boundary that separates the sparse and crowded frames is not clear [56]. 
In addition, partitioning the training set into two sets would required two training stages. The test sets 
are processed by the proposed system jointly and then the results are analysed by splitting them into 
sparse and crowded sets. In conclusion, the split between sparse and crowded scenarios have mainly 
been carried out by identifying which frames could be classified into each of the categories. No 
differential training of the system has been carried out. Tables 4 and 5 show the results of both 
algorithms with sparse and crowded scenarios. The MDE of both algorithms in the sparse scenarios is 
higher than the MDE crowded scenarios. The proposed system is more applicable for high density 
crowds and this can be seen from the achieved good results in crowded scenarios. This opens the door 
for using the proposed system in a high crowded environments. Figure 12 and 13 show the percentages 
of frames within the MDE distribution for the sparse and crowded scenarios based on the Mall and 
UCSD datasets, respectively. 
 Table 4: System performance with sparse and crowded scenarios (Mall dataset). 
 
Table 5: System performance with sparse and crowded scenarios (UCSD dataset). 
 
 
 
 
 
Algorithm Sparse scenario Crowded scenario MAE MSE MDE MAE MSE MDE 
SIFT features Algorithm 3.20 18.39 0.126 2.96 14.27 0.081 
SIFT-FAST features Algorithm 3.15 17.21 0.124 2.73 12.11 0.075 
Algorithm Sparse scenario Crowded scenario MAE MSE MDE MAE MSE MDE 
SIFT features Algorithm 1.67 4.41 0.093 1.93 5.84 0.055 
SIFT-FAST features Algorithm 1.65 4.29 0.084 1.84 5.41 0.056 
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 (a)                                                                                 (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 (c)                                                                                 (d)  
Figure 12: System performance with sparse scenarios. (a) and (b) are the MDE of the of SIFT algorithm and SIFT-
FAST algorithm on Mall dataset, respectively; (c) and (d) are the MDE of the of SIFT algorithm and SIFT-FAST 
algorithm on UCSD dataset, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                      (a)                                                                                 (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
       (c)   (d) 
Figure 13: : System performance with crowded scenarios. (a) and (b) are the MDE of the of SIFT algorithm and 
SIFT-FAST algorithm on Mall dataset, respectively; (c) and (d) are the MDE of the of SIFT algorithm and SIFT-
FAST algorithm on UCSD dataset, respectively. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS  
CCTV cameras are already widely used, the objective of the research presented in this paper was to 
develop a system that can be incorporated with existing CCTV cameras to provide the number of 
people in a given space. Two algorithms have been proposed and implemented using a novel 
combination of four techniques; motion edges, grid map, SIFT & FAST features and pixel-wise 
techniques. The use of edge pixels for which their number is small compared to foreground pixels 
significantly reduces the run time of the algorithms. SIFT and FAST features have been chosen due to 
their high correlation with the number of people. In addition, a grid map approach has been proposed 
and used to allow similar clusters in different cells to be assigned different densities depending on their 
location in the frame. This is used to improve the adaption of the proposed algorithms to high variations 
in crowd behaviours, distributions, lighting and densities.  
The UCSD and Mall datasets have been used to evaluate the proposed system. The results have shown 
that the proposed algorithms achieve good results in heavily occluded environment with perspective 
distortions. Comparisons with the low-level features regression based methods published in literature  
show that the proposed algorithms improve the accuracies based on MDE, MSE and MAE metrics 
(less than 0.1, 16.5 and 3.1, respectively, for the Mall dataset and less than 0.07, 5.5 and 1.9, 
respectively, for UCSD dataset). The proposed system is more practical than low-level features 
regression based methods because it can be trained with a lower number of frames so it is relatively 
easy to deploy. In addition, it reduces the training error, speed, cost and, opens the door to developing 
more accurate people detection methods. The proposed algorithms can also be used to estimate crowd 
densities at specific locations in a scene. This shows significant promise as it can be used to detect 
localised abnormalities in applications such crowd control,  evacuation planning and product displays. 
Comparison of the proposed system in sparse and crowded scenarios shows that it performs better in 
crowded environments. 
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